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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to a process for
measuring the movement of city areas and landsliding
zones.
[0002] As is already known, a synthetic aperture radar
or SAR produces a bidimensional image. One dimen-
sion of the image is called range and it is a measurement
of the line-of-sight distance from the radar to the object
illuminated. The other dimension is called azimuth and
is perpendicular to the range.
[0003] The measuring operation and the range accu-
racy are obtained by means of a synthetic aperture radar
determining as precise as possible the time that has
passed from the transmission of one pulse by the radar
to receiving the echo of the illuminated object. The range
accuracy is determined by the length of the pulse trans-
mitted. Shorter time pulses ensure a finer resolution.
[0004] To obtain a fine resolution of the azimuth it is
necessary to use a large physical antenna so that the
electromagnetic wave transmitted and received is as
similar as possible to a pulse (in the ideal case the pulse
has the shape of a Dirac delta).
[0005] Similar to optical systems (such as tele-
scopes), that need large apertures to obtain fine reso-
lutions of the image, also a SAR-type radar, of normal
precision, that works at a much lower frequency than
those of the optical systems, needs an enormous an-
tenna with enormous apertures (hundreds of metres),
that cannot be installed on any platform. Nevertheless
a SAR-type radar installed on an aeroplane can collect
information during the flight and then elaborate it as if it
were an antenna. The distance that the aeroplane cov-
ers, simulating the length of the antenna, is called syn-
thetic aperture.
[0006] The SAR-type radar consists of a coherent ra-
dar, that is a radar which measures both the module and
the phase of the electromagnetic wave reflected, oper-
ating at a frequency which is usually between 400 Mhz
and 10 Ghz, and is, as previously said, installed on aer-
oplanes, and also on orbiting satellites at a height be-
tween 250 and 800 Km.
[0007] The antenna of the radar is directed towards
the earth orthogonally to the direction of the movement
of the platform (aeroplane or satellite) with an angle,
called "Offnadir", between 20 and 80 degrees in relation
to the direction of Nadir, that is, perpendicularly to the
earth.
[0008] With said system, resolution cells or grids of
the earth surface can be generated with a spatial reso-
lution of a few metres. Said cells present a minimum grid
of resolution, that is, they have a spacing within which
it is possible to distinguish two objects to illuminate.
[0009] The most important characteristic of SAR is
that it is a coherent image system. It is therefore possible
to measure the range difference in two or more SAR im-
ages (SAR interferometer) of the same surface with an
accuracy of a fraction of the SAR wavelength.

[0010] Using focusing techniques that preserve the
phase, images are obtained in which every element of
the image (pixel) is associated with a complex number
resulting from the combination of the backscattering of
all the objects belonging to the same ground resolution
cell and the phase rotation due to the path.
[0011] The phase of every pixel is given by the sum
of two terms: the first is the phase of the scatterer φs
and the second is given by φr = 4πr/λ , where r is the
radar  resolution cell distance and λ is the radar wave-
length (with λ = c/(2πf), where f is the operating frequen-
cy of the radar and c is the speed of the light). The sec-
ond phase term contains millions of cycles because the
wavelengths are a few centimetres and the radar sensor
 resolution cell distance is a few hundred kms, while
the displacement connected to the scatterers is funda-
mentally random and therefore the phase of a single
SAR image is practically unusable. However, if we con-
sider the phase difference between two SAR images
taken from slightly different viewing angles, the phase
term due to the scatterers is cancelled (at least in first
approximation if the angle difference is small) and the
residual phase term results φ=4π∆r/λ where ∆r is the dif-
ference of the paths between the sensors and the same
ground resolution cell. The phase term still contains a
very high number of cycles, that is known apart from the
high integer multiple of 2π, but passing from one reso-
lution cell to an adjacent one, the variation of the phase
is usually small enough not to present ambiguity of 2π.
The phase thus deduced is called the interferometric
phase and the variation information ∆r (which is meas-
ured in fractions of wavelength λ) between pixel of the
SAR image is connected thereto. Knowing the position
of the two sensors, the measure of ∆r can be used to
find the relative elevation between the pixel of the image
and therefore generate a digital elevation model ("Dig-
ital Elevation Model" or DEM), that is, an electronic read-
ing is taken of the topography of the Earth's surface. On
the other hand, if the topography is known, that is a DEM
of the area of interest is available (there are special data
banks from which one can take these digital models),
its contribution to the interferometric phase can be elim-
inated and possible small surface displacements can be
detected. In the case of the satellites ERS-1 and ERS-
2 (twin satellites sent into orbit by the European Space
Agency, the first, ERS-1, in 1991, the second, ERS-2,
in 1995, operating at a frequency of 5.3 GHz, charac-
terised by a 35-day revolution period and by a 20-meter
grid resolution), for example, from one passage to the
next of the platform (ERS-1 and ERS-2 follow each other
at a distance of one day), or of one of the two satellites,
several scatterers do not change their behaviour, that
is, they keep a high coherence and therefore the can-
cellation of their phases is practically perfect. This
means that the phase measures obtained by means of
this technique can measure movements that are even
a few millimetres of the Earth's topography.
[0012] Nevertheless, the present techniques of differ-
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ential interferometry have some limits. In fact after a few
days, in extended zones, the scatterers lose coherence,
that is the scatterers do not remain similar to themselves
after a period of time and therefore coherent zones with
dimensions exceeding a few resolution cells carmot be
identified. In addition, the wavelength of the incident sig-
nal and the displacement of it are function of atmospher-
ic conditions. These cause phase rotations that cannot
be distinguished from the movements of the ground that
are required to be measured.
[0013] Another problem is the physical structure of the
single scatterer that influences the phase variation in
function of the observation direction and therefore of the
baseline, that is of the distance between the two satel-
lites projected orthoganally to the view line. If the stable
scatterer is a surface that backscatterers and that occu-
pies the entire resolution cell in the range, the phase of
the radar echo loses correlation in correspondence with
the so called critical baseline (for example in the case
of satellites of the ERS type the critical baseline is about
1200 metres). When instead the scatterer is pointwise
or is a corner reflector, the phase remains unvaried for
much greater baselines.
[0014] WO-A-9 802 761 discloses an interferometric
synthetic apertime radar (IFSAR) elevation measure-
ment processor which computes an elevation array by
processing a first image array to generate an elevation
conected second image array, generating a phase inter-
ferogram from the elevation corrected first and second
image arrays, and processing the phase interferogram
to generate the computed elevation array.
[0015] In view of the state of the art described, the
object of the present invention is to identify a measuring
process, which resolves the problems of the present
techniques so that the movement of city areas and land-
sliding zones can be measured in a more reliable man-
ner.
[0016] According to the present invention, such object
is reached through a process for radar measuring of the
movement of city areas and landsliding zones which,
having available N > 20 images taken with a Synthetic
Aperture Radar or SAR over a multi-year period, iden-
tifies, for every resolution cell, the scatterers, called per-
manent scatterers PS, that keep their electromagnetic
characteristics unchanged over time, characterized in
that said PSs are identified through the following steps:

(a) N-1 differential interferograms are formed in re-
lation to the main image, called master, using a dig-
ital elevation model or DEM with vertical accuracy
better than 50 metres;
(b) for every pixel of the image of point (a) selected
on the statistical properties of the modulus of the
reflectivity, a temporal series of the interferometric
phases is generated, and then, spatial differences
among temporal series that belong to neighbouring
pixels are formed;
(c) for every differential temporal series of point (b)

the linear phase components are calculated in re-
lation to the baseline and the phase components
connected to the constant speed subsidence mod-
el, already known, in relation to the time;
(d) the relative error between the precise elevation
of the pixel supplied from DEM of point (a) is asso-
ciated with the linear phase component of point (c)
in relation to the baseline;
(e) the relative movement of the pixel in the direction
of the SAR is associated to the polynomial phase
variation in relation to the time of point (c);
(f) the phase residuals are formed by subtracting
the contributions calculated at points (d) and (e) af-
ter a phase unwrapping procedure on the sparse
grid of the selected pixels;
(g) the spectral power density of the phase residu-
als is analysed and (g.1) if the residuals relating to
each single image are spatially correlated, attribut-
ed to atmospheric artefacts and removed; if (g.2)
the further residual dispersion relating to each sin-
gle image is too large the pixel is discarded.

[0017] Said process is characterised in that given a
number of PS per surface unit > 25 per Km2, after the
elaboration of the phase residuals, the atmospheric ar-
tefact of every single image is determined by subtracting
said artefact from the vertical precision of the DEM.
[0018] Thanks to the present invention, a process can
be made for identifying the stable scatterers in time,
called PS (regardless of the atmospheric conditions and
of the type of platform on which the SAR radar is posi-
tioned), which can determine the movement of city are-
as and landsliding zones.
[0019] As well, a process can be provided which
makes it possible, from the phase dispersion of the PS,
to estimate the dimension and construct a network of
natural reflectors suitable for identifying the orbital po-
sition of any satellite or aeroplane that illuminates the
natural network of said PS, or to measure the move-
ments of the PS or of the atmospheric artefact.
[0020] The characteristics and advantages of the
present invention result as being evident from the fol-
lowing detailed description of an embodiment thereof,
illustrated as non-limiting example in the enclosed draw-
ings, in which:

Figure 1 shows a geometric image of the interfer-
ometry SAR in the case of one single cell;
Figure 2 illustrates some interferograms referring to
a specific area;
Figure 3 shows a three-dimensional graph of nine
interferograms in function of the baseline;
Figure 4 shows four examples relative to four differ-
ent pixels of an interferogram of Figure 3;
Figure 5 illustrates a three-dimensional graph of
nine interferograms in function of the time;
Figure 6 shows four examples relative to four differ-
ent pixels of an interferogram of Figure 5;
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Figure 7 illustrates the differential contributions of
the atmosphere of the single images compared to
the main image ("master");
Figure 8 shows an estimation of the atmospheric
contribution present on the master image;
Figure 9 illustrates a real example of the localisa-
tions and of the spatial densities of the stable scat-
terers (called PS) over a three-year time;
Figure 10 shows a real example of the present in-
vention made on the Valle del Bove (Etna);
Figure 11 is a colour representation that illustrates
a real example of the subsidence rates of the Valle
del Bove (Etna).

[0021] In Figure 1 the phase difference between two
SAR images taken from slightly different viewing angles
is shown.
[0022] According to what is illustrated in said Figure,
there are noted one axis of the x-co-ordinates, repre-
senting sea level or another reference surface, one axis
of the ordinates, representing the height of sea level, or
another reference surface; three points 101, 102, 103;
a horizontal line 108 passing through point 101; a verti-
cal line 104, parallel to the axis of the ordinates, indicat-
ing the distance "h" between the axis of the x-co-ordi-
nates and the horizontal line 108; a topographic line 105;
an acute angle θ; the distance between points 101 and
102, in a normal direction to the view line (called base-
line) will be indicated with a segment 111 having length
B; the distance 109 between points 101 and 103 is in-
dicated with ρ; the distance 110 between points 102 and
103 is indicated with ρ+∆ρ.
[0023] If two receiving and transmitting radar anten-
nae, 101 and 102, which illuminate the same surface
zone 103 simultaneously are considered, and point 101
is placed at a distance ρ from the ground and point 102
at a distance ρ+∆ρ from the ground, the displacement
of the illumination path is calculated as φr = 4πρ/λ with
λ as length of incident and reflected wave. It can be not-
ed that the phase difference depends both on the geo-
metric view and the height of point 103 above the refer-
ence surface (axis of the x-coordinates). Therefore, if
the geometric view can be controlled or is at least known
with sufficient accuracy, the topography 105 in relation
to point 103 (called q) can be extrapolated from the
measure of the phase difference Φq with a precision of
several metres, specifically using the expression

[0024] Figure 2 shows the interferograms of a specific
area generated through the usual computer program us-
ing a main image, called "master", and nine secondary
images, called "slaves". Each interferogram is charac-
terised in that it has a different baseline, an axis of the
x-coordinates indicating the direction of azimuth and an
axis of the ordinates, indicating the range direction.

Φq = 4π
λ

------ B
ρ sinθ
----------------q

[0025] The nine different differential interferograms
are made by subtracting from the phase difference of
every pixel the contribution of the topography, and using
an existing DEM, that is using digital models which are
available on the market, with a better vertical accuracy
than 50 m.
[0026] The reference DEM can also be generated
from the high coherence interferometric couples. For ex-
ample in the case of satellites ERS-1 and ERS-2 the
couples of images taken at the distance of a day can be
used because after a brief period of time from the pas-
sage of said satellites, said zones do not modify their
stable scatterers. These couples of images generate
high coherence interferometric couples.
[0027] In Figure 3, which uses the baseline and dis-
tance values of the radar (slant range), nine interfero-
grams of Figure 2 are shown, generated by the same
master image, positioned three-dimensionally, ordered
by increasing baselines.
[0028] According to said Figure it can be noted that
each interferogram is referred to the same ground sur-
face area, but has a different baseline.
[0029] Four points, called pixels, are identified with
112,113,114 and 115, belonging to a specific interfero-
gram.
[0030] Having the nine interferograms available and
taking only one point, for example 112, belonging to one
of the interferograms, on the basis of the previous for-
mula of Φq this has a phase component, relative to a
reference pixel, which increases linearly with the base-
line in function of the relative height error. Therefore a
mono-dimensional signal is made, as hereunder de-
scribed with reference to Figure 4, which represents a
sequence of the interferometric phases in function of the
baseline.
[0031] The method is the same for points 113, 114 and
115 from which the same number of sequences of the
interferometric phases are extracted in function of the
baseline.
[0032] In Figure 4 four examples relative to four dif-
ferent pixels of an interferogram are shown.
[0033] According to what is illustrated in said Figure
four diagrams of the interferometric phases 127, 116,
117 and 118 can be noted having as axis of the x-coor-
dinates the baseline variable and as axis of the ordi-
nates the interferometric phase in relation to the master.
[0034] Each diagram consists of a multiplicity of
points and a straight line which is the result of the inter-
polation of said points.
[0035] The phase linear component is calculated for
every temporal series 127, 116, 117 and 118 in relation
to the baseline, that is the inclination a of the straight
line of equation Φ=aB+C (where C is a constant) to the
squared minimum is estimated and which minimises the
following expression :
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[0036] Then the error between the precise elevation
of the pixel and that supplied by the reference DEM is
associated to the phase linear component in relation to
the baseline by using the following formula:

[0037] In this way the relative topography error can
be detected, which is connected to the inclination a of
the interpolated line, which is more suitable for the data
extracted from the interferometric phases.
[0038] In Figure 5 nine interferograms in function of
the time generated by the same master image are
shown.
[0039] According to what is illustrated in said Figure
it can be noted that every interferogram refers to the
same ground surface area, but has a different instant,
axis t (time).
[0040] Four pixels belonging to a specific interfero-
gram are identified with, 119, 120, 121 and 122 as well.
[0041] Having the nine interferograms available and
taking one single point 119, belonging to one of the inter-
ferograms, this has a phase relative to a reference pixel
which varies linearly in time (having assumed a constant
speed subsidence model) and therefore a signal is
made, evidently monodimensional, as is hereunder de-
scribed with reference to Figure 6.
[0042] The method is the same for pixels 120, 121 and
122 which give rise to the same number of monodimen-
sional signals.
[0043] In Figure 6 four examples relating to four dif-
ferent pixels of an interferogram of Figure 5 are shown.
[0044] According to what is illustrated in said Figure
four diagrams of the interferometric phases 123, 124,
125 and 126 can be noted, having the time variable as
axis of the x-coordinates, and the interferometric phase
variable in relation to the master as axis of the ordinates.
[0045] Each diagram consists of a multiplicity of
points and of a straight line which is the result of the
interpolation of said points.
[0046] Supposing that we have a subsidence model
available, that is a sinking movement of the earth's crust
at a constant speed which occurs in certain zones called
geosynclines, the entity of said movement is estimated
by determining to the squared minimum the inclination
k of the straight line Φ=kt which minimises the following
expression:

∆q = a·λρ sinθ
4π

--------------------

[0047] In this manner we can find the subsidence
speed which is connected to the inclination k of the in-
terpolated straight line which is more suitable for the da-
ta extracted from the interferometric phases.
[0048] Figure 7 represents differential interferograms
having azimuth variable on the x-axis and the range var-
iable on the y-axis.
[0049] According to what is illustrated in said inter-
ferograms, the phase residuals are made after subtract-
ing, by using a known computer program, the contribu-
tions given by the error between the precise elevation
of the pixel and that supplied by the reference DEM and
the movement of the pixels in the direction of the satellite
radar.
[0050] Figure 8 shows an estimation of the atmos-
pheric contribution present on the master image, ob-
tained by making an arithmetic average of the phase re-
siduals of Fig. 7.
[0051] In said Figure it can be noted that the image
presents a graduation scale indicating the phase in ra-
dians.
[0052] The estimation of the contribution present on
the master image can be subtracted, again by using a
known computer program, from the differential atmos-
pheric contributions seen in Figure 7 giving as result the
atmospheric contribution present on every single image,
called Atmospheric Phase Screen (APS).
[0053] Figure 9 shows a real example of the localisa-
tion and the density of the stable scatterers in time. Ac-
cording to what is illustrated in said Figure, an axis of
the x-coordinates indicating the azimuth direction and
an axis of the ordinates indicating the range direction
can be noted. The unit for measuring the axes if the pix-
el.
[0054] A plurality of points that identify the stable pix-
els in time can be noted as well.
[0055] In fact the sequence of the operations de-
scribed in the previous figures cannot be carried out on
all the image pixels, but only on those that keep their
physical characteristics (PS) during the interval of time
in which all the images of the temporal series have been
acquired.
[0056] This analysis is carried out in two steps: first,
PS candidates are selected on the statistical properties
of the modulus of the reflectivity, then the spectral power
density of the phase residuals is analysed and if the re-
siduals relating to each single image are spatially cor-
related, attributed to atmospheric artefacts and re-
moved; if the further residual dispersion relating to each
single image is too large the pixel is discarded.
[0057] When the number of stable scatterers per sur-
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face unit is sufficient, at least twenty five PS per Km2,
the phase residuals obtained from the subtraction of the
phase contribution due to precise elevation of the pixel
and movement of the pixel in the direction of the satellite
radar, are sufficient for reconstructing the atmospheric
artefact of each single image through a low-pass inter-
polation on the uniform image grid.
[0058] This artefact can therefore be removed from
each SAR image improving the quality of the DEM and
therefore using the interferometric phases, filtered of the
atmospheric artefact found with the method previously
described, we have an improvement of the degree of
correlation of the pixels, classified as PS.
[0059] Figure 10 shows a real image of the present
invention of a temporal series on the Valle del Bove
(Etna).
[0060] According to what is illustrated in said Figure
it can be noted that the axis of the x-coordinates indi-
cates the azimuth direction, while the axis of the ordi-
nates indicates the range direction. Both axes have the
pixel as unit of measure.
[0061] A grade indicator indicating the phase in radi-
ans can also be noted.
[0062] The Figure shows the atmospheric outlines re-
lating to an image of the temporal series on the Valle del
Bove estimated by interpolating the results obtained in
correspondence with the stable scatterers, that is the
PS, seen in Figure 9.
[0063] Figure 11 shows the subsidence movement in
terms of velocity field estimated on the Valle del Bove
(Etna) in correspondence with the stable scatterers, that
is the PS, of Figure 10.
[0064] In said Figure an axis of the x-co-ordinates in-
dicating the azimuth direction can be noted and also an
axis of the ordinates indicating the range direction. Both
axes have pixel / 5 as unit of measure.
[0065] It can also be noted that the image is com-
posed of a plurality of points, coloured in different man-
ners. This means that the red ones have the value of a
subsidence speed of about four centimetres per year
while the green ones have the value of zero speed.

Claims

1. Process for radar measurements of movements of
city areas and landsliding zones which, having N >
20 images made available by a synthetic aperture
radar or SAR over a multi-year period, identifies for
every resolution cell, the scatterers whose electro-
magnetic characteristics remain unaltered over
time, and which are called Permanent Scatterers or
PS, characterized in that said PS are identified
through the following steps:

(a) N-1 differential interferograms are formed in
relation to the main image, called master, using
a digital elevation model or DEM with vertical

accuracy better than 50 metres;
(b) for every pixel (112-115) of the image of
point (a) selected on the statistical properties
of the modulus of the reflectivity, a temporal se-
ries of the interferometric phases (127,
116-118) is generated, and then, differences
among temporal series that belong to neigh-
bouring pixels are formed;
(c) for every differential temporal series of point
(b) the linear phase components are calculated
in relation to the baseline and the phase com-
ponents connected to the constant speed sub-
sidence model, already known, in relation to the
time;
(d) the relative error between the precise ele-
vation of the pixel supplied from DEM of point
(a) is associated with the linear phase compo-
nent of point (c) in relation to the baseline;
(e) the relative movement of the pixel in the di-
rection of the SAR is associated to the poly-
nominal phase variation in relation to the time
of point (c);
(f) the phase residuals are formed by subtract-
ing the contributions calculated at points (d)
and (e) after a phase unwrapping procedure on
the sparse grid of the previously selected pix-
els;
(g) the spectral power density of the phase re-
siduals is analysed and (g.1) if the residuals re-
lating to each single image are spatially corre-
lated, attributed to atmospheric artefacts and
removed; if (g.2) the further residual dispersion
relating to each single image is too large the
pixel is discarded.

2. Process according to claim 1, characterised in
that: (h) given a number of PS per surface unit >
25/Km2, after processing the phase residuals, the
atmospheric artefact of every single image is deter-
mined and subtracted from the reference DEM, im-
proving its vertical precision.

3. Process according to claim 2, characterised in
that the process steps (b), (c), (d), (e), (f) and (g)
are reiterated, using the interferometric phases fil-
tered of the atmospheric artefact according to step
(h).

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren zur Radarvermessung der Bewegung
von Stadtteilen und Erdrutschgebieten, welches mit
N > 20 Bildern, die mittels eines Radars mit künst-
licher Strahleröffnung (oder SAR) über einen Zeit-
raum von mehreren Jahren aufgenommen werden,
für jede Auflösungszelle die Streuflächen feststellt,
deren elektromagnetische Merkmale im Lauf der
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Zeit unverändert bleiben und die Permanente
Streuflächen (oder PS) genannt werden, dadurch
gekennzeichnet, dass diese PS anhand folgender
Schritte festgestellt werden:

(a) mittels eines digitalen Höhenmodells (oder
DEM) mit einer vertikalen Genauigkeit von bes-
ser als 50 Metern werden N-1 Differentialinter-
ferogramme in bezug auf das Haupt-Bild, Ma-
ster genannt, hergestellt;

(b) für jedes Pixel (112-115) des Bildes von
Punkt (a), das anhand der statistischen Eigen-
schaften des Reflektivitätsmoduls ausgewählt
wurde, wird eine zeitliche Reihe der interfero-
metrischen Phasen (127, 116-118) erstellt, und
anschließend werden Unterschiede zwischen
zeitlichen Reihen, die zu benachbarten Pixeln
gehören, herausgebildet;

(c) für jede differentielle zeitliche Reihe von
Punkt (b) werden die linearen Phasenkompo-
nenten in bezug zur Basislinie sowie die Pha-
senkomponenten, die mit dem bereits bekann-
ten Konstantgeschwindigkeits-Absenkungs-
modell in Verbindung stehen, im Verhältnis zur
Zeit berechnet;

d) der relative Fehler zwischen der genauen
Elevation des Pixels, das vom DEM aus Punkt
(a) stammt, wird der linearen Phasenkompo-
nente von Punkt (c) in bezug zur Basislinie zu-
geordnet;

e) die relative Bewegung des Pixels in Richtung
des SAR wird der polynomischen Phasenab-
weichung im Verhältnis zur Zeit von Punkt (c)
zugeordnet;

f) die Phasenreste werden gebildet, indem die
Beiträge, die in den Punkten (d) und (e) berech-
net wurden, nach einem Phasenauftrennver-
fahren an dem dünnbesetzten Raster der zuvor
ausgewählten Pixel subtrahiert werden;

g) die spektrale Leistungsdichte der Phasenre-
ste wird analysiert und, (g.1) wenn die Restwer-
te bezüglich jedes einzelnen Bildes räumlich
korrelieren, atmosphärischen Artefakten zuge-
schrieben und ausgeblendet; (g.2) wenn die
weitere Restwertverteilung bezüglich jedes
einzelnen Bildes zu groß ist, so wird das Pixel
verworfen.

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekenn-
zeichnet, dass: (h) bei einer Anzahl von PS je Flä-
cheneinheit von mehr als 25 je km2, nach Verarbei-
tung der Phasenrestwerte, das atmosphärische Ar-

tefakt jedes einzelnen Bildes ermittelt und vom Be-
zugs-DEM subtrahiert wird, wodurch sich seine ver-
tikale Genauigkeit verbessert.

3. Verfahren nach Anspruch 2, dadurch gekenn-
zeichnet, dass die verfahrensschritte (b), (c), (d),
(e), (f) und (g) unter Verwendung der interferome-
trischen Phasen, aus denen das atmosphärische
Artefakt gemäß Schritt (h) herausgefiltert wurde,
wiederholt werden.

Revendications

1. Procédé de mesures radar des mouvements de zo-
nes urbaines et de zones de glissement de terrain
qui, avec N > 20 images fournies par un radar à syn-
thèse d'ouverture ou RSO sur une période de plu-
sieurs années, identifie pour chaque cellule de ré-
solution les diffuseurs dont les caractéristiques
électromagnétiques restent inchangées dans le
temps, et qui sont appelés Diffuseurs Permanents
ou DP, caractérisé en ce que lesdits DP sont iden-
tifiés au moyen des étapes suivantes :

(a) on forme N-1 interférogrammes différentiels
par rapport à l'image principale, appelée origi-
nal, en utilisant un modèle numérique d'éléva-
tion ou MNE avec une précision verticale supé-
rieure à 50 mètres ;
(b) pour chaque pixel (112-115) de l'image de
l'étape (a) sélectionné d'après les propriétés
statistiques du module de la réflectivité, on pro-
duit une série temporelle des phases interféro-
métriques (127, 116-118), puis on forme des
différences parmi les séries temporelles qui ap-
partiennent aux pixels de voisinage ;
(c) pour chaque série temporelle différentielle
de l'étape (b), on calcule les composantes de
phase linéaires par rapport à la ligne de base
et les composantes de phase liées au modèle
de subsidence à vitesse constante, déjà connu,
par rapport au temps ;
(d) on associe l'erreur relative entre l'élévation
précise du pixel fourni par le MNE de l'étape (a)
avec la composante de phase linéaire de l'éta-
pe (c) par rapport à la ligne de base ;
(e) on associe le mouvement relatif du pixel
dans la direction du RSO à la variation de pha-
se polynomiale par rapport au temps à l'étape
(c) ;
(f) on forme les résidus de phase en sous-
trayant les contributions calculées aux étapes
(d) et (e) après une procédure de déroulement
de phase exécutée sur la grille creuse des
pixels précédemment sélectionnés ;
(g) on analyse la densité de puissance spectra-
le des résidus de phase et (g.1) si les résidus
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se rapportant à chaque image simple sont cor-
rélés spatialement, on les attribue aux artefacts
atmosphériques et on les supprime ; si (g.2) la
dispersion résiduelle supplémentaire se rap-
portant à chaque image simple est trop grande,
le pixel est rejeté.

2. Procédé selon la revendication 1, caractérisé en
ce que : (h) étant donné un nombre de DP par unité
de surface > 25/km2, après traitement des résidus
de phase, on détermine l'artefact atmosphérique de
chaque image simple et on le soustrait du MNE de
référence, ce qui améliore sa précision verticale.

3. Procédé selon la revendication 2, caractérisé en
ce que l'on réitère les étapes (b), (c), (d), (e), (f) et
(g) en utilisant les phases interférométriques filtrées
de l'artefact atmosphérique selon l'étape (h).
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